Accu-Wall

Now it's easier to roll with the changes
and challenges of order fulfillment
Western Pacific's Accu-Wall shelving with casters makes
it easier to have light-directed technology anywhere.

Light-directed
system NOT
manufactured
by WPSS

Space-saving 24”
shelf means
increased flexibility
to meet fulfillment
demands.

Western Pacific
Accu-Wall shelving with
casters and space-saving
design make it easier to
integrate put-to-light or
pick-to-light technology
wherever needed in
ecommerce or fulfillment
operations. Casters are
offered on both pass-thru
and closed-back units.

5-inch industrial swivel
casters make it easier to
move shelving between
areas of the distribution
center or warehouse.

Thousands of changing SKUs in a vast facility. Employee turnover. Increased holiday
shipments. Merchandise returns. If you manage a warehouse or distribution or fulfillment
center, a big part of your job is managing the logistics of continual change.
(over)

www.wpss.com/accu-wall/

Accu-Wall

You can increase
throughput by
up to 40% with
Accu-Wall
shelving.

That’s why Western Pacific
Storage Solutions added
the option of casters to our
Accu-Wall shelving units.
This mobility feature helps
you respond quickly when
fulfillment requirements
change by making units
easier to move where
needed in the distribution
center. And, the speed and accuracy of put-to-light or pick-to-light
technology moves right along with it.
Accu-Wall shelving system integrates with any put-to-light or pick-to-light
system you may obtain from manufacturers of light-directed technology.
On average, pick rate productivity increases by up to 40% with Accu-Wall
shelving over manual methods.

Accu-Wall shelving design
is available in our most
popular shelving
configurations:
Deluxe Shelving Systems
RiveTier® Boltless
Shelving Systems

Accu-Wall shelving with casters also helps you keep your ecommerce
entity organized and products easily accessible by quickly reconfiguring
for constantly changing
merchandise SKUs.
Western Pacific Accu-Wall shelving
gives warehouses and fulfillment or
distribution centers a cost-effective,
scalable solution for meeting
changing business needs and
keeping pace with future growth
strategies.

For more than 30 years. Western

Talk to your Western Pacific Storage Solutions regional

Pacific Storage Systems has been

manager about your overall ecommerce plan. They can help expand
business by helping you consider ways to maximize the capacity of
existing square footage – from storage to conveying to packaging
and back to shipping. And increase throughput efficiency by
integrating Accu-Wall shelving.

providing supply-chain storage
systems for industry and retail. If you
haven’t worked with WPSS, you can
see a long list of top-brand clients
who have; read some comments and
case studies under “About” at
ww.wpss.com.

www.wpss.com/accu-wall
Western Pacific Storage Solutions is proud that its manufacturing
processes create jobs for 100+ documented American workers.

